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ISLIP PCC 

 

Minutes of the Meeting held on Thursday 2 April 2020  

via Zoom 7.30-9.30 pm  

 

 

Virtually 

Present: Rev’d Lucy Thirtle (LT) CHAIR,), Graham Davison (GD), David Hughes (DH), Alison 

Smith (AS), Johanna Stephenson (JS), Rev’d Steve Hayes (SH), Wilf Stephenson (WS), 

Jane Currie (JC), Maggi Davison (MD), Kathryn Grant (KG), Teresa Carter (TC) 

Apologies: Tony Esau (AE) 

 

1 Opening Prayer  

 

2 Minutes of the Meeting held on 15 January  

Approved and signed subsequently. 

 

3(a) Offering support and prayer to others in present circumstances   

LT asked those present about their own immediate concerns which included some with family 

members working in frontline posts in London and elderly relatives. 

• JC is organising support with the Village Shop for those self isolating/ vulnerable or ill 

and has bread available from her garden gate 3 times/ week using an honesty box. 

Other local support via the Three Parishes Good Neighbourhood Scheme (several church 

members already involved) and new support scheme in Kidlington (Kidlington and 

Surrounding Areas email Kasa.communityhelp@gmail.com) – looking for volunteers – 

and/ or Fiona Forbes (07903 777255) for local help e.g. dog walking. 

• Updates were shared about villagers known personally to members of the PCC who might 

have difficulties – no one immediately identified without support. 

 

3 (b) Islip Emergency Fund 

The document prepared by Calum Miller and circulated to all today, was discussed. WS raised 

the issue that, since the PCC are trustees of the PCC account, care of its use and the 

implications should be considered, as well as querying whether there is a need/ TC thought that 

there might be an issue of pride given the local nature of the fund. Could Dr South’s Fund be 

used? 

• The proposal to pursue the next step in setting up an Islip Emergency Fund using the 

PCC account in principle was approved. Clarity is to be sought about (1) the length of 

time for which the fund would be open; (2) the wish that 3 members of the PCC be 

appointed as IEF trustees; (3) the use for which unallocated monies should be used were 

the fund to be closed; (4) a stipulation that the church would not benefit in any way. 

• 11 April addendum In view of the unprecedented impact of the  Covid-19 Coronavirus on 

people’s livelihoods and the likelihood of some local residents in Islip facing urgent need 

of financial assistance, it is proposed that, to supplement funds in the Dr South’s Trust in 

case they are not sufficient, the PCC allow a restricted fund (Islip Emergency Fund) to be 

established within its oversight from which funds can be channelled to the Dr South’s 

Trust for the specific application of residents of Islip or, in due course, any other Trust 

whose objects align with the purposes for which funds were raised.  

• Proposed by email on 11 April:Rev Lucy Thirtle Seconded: (Rev Steve) No objections 

4 Feedback from Saturday 7 March Open Meeting 

The morning had been well attended with lots of positive energy generated which, given the 

current climate, would be a real shame to lose. All comments made have been recorded, an 

interim report by LT published in April’s Three Parishes Magazine, and the idea mooted of 

having 3 sub-groups formed to take each of the three themes further. 
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• Of particular relevance immediately is to find ways of asking people for topics for prayer 

– anonymously if preferred – possibility of (locked?) box positioned near church door 

with COVid-19 restrictions in place but available inside thereafter. MD and AS offered to 

pursue – possibly with the help of John Reynolds. 

• KG highlighted the idea that present circumstances enable us to concentrate on being 

church beyond the building. 

• WS suggested that thoughts of building-related matters should be put on hold (apart 

from security aspects which are still the responsibility of the PCC). 

  
5 Security of church 

• Guidance received from the Diocese and many recommendations implemented e.g. background 

heating, all electrical fittings unplugged, door keys in possession of DH and safe keys with LT. 

Flushing of WC whenever possible. 

• Floodlighting useful deterrent and all congregation members asked to be alert. KG to ask Jane/ 

John Guest to be aware and LT has already been in touch with R Harding Jones. 

 

6 Financial report and future implications of Covid-19 for church finances 

• End of 2019 showed healthy excess of income – surplus of £17,829.77 

• Accounts examined by Richard Wale who had been thanked 

• £1,100 profit on Three Parishes Magazine 

• Decline in collections and regular giving 2019 over 2018– given the current situation donors 

would be encouraged to switch to Parish Giving Scheme (unfortunately this is closed to new 

donors until end April however). Full year 2019 collection totalled £6,500. 

• £4,000 legacy gratefully received from Christopher Lowe’s estate (for 2020) 

 

7 Lighting quotes 

• Six quotes for renewing lighting had been received and all PCC had reviewed information. 

• Agreed to pursue two – Lowe and Oliver (who had originally installed lighting) and CES – JC/ 

DH and KG agreed to take forward – DH to have initial conversation with DAC over need for a 

Faculty. 

• MD reiterated the importance of adequate lighting over the path steps at the west end and the 

ability to turn kitchen lighting on/ off with greater accessibility. 

• For reference: this was the brief that potential electrical contractors were given (as minuted at 

the PCC meeting on 4/9/19): 

• replace lights with LED fittings  

• improve lights over pulpit/ lectern/ centre of nave 

• make light switches accessible outside vestry for easier use by visitors/ during services – 

possibility of using wireless technology if thought desirable/ if wifi in church adequate  

• ensure adequate power points available e.g. for hoover use; projector if screening Royal 

funeral/ weddings in church; recording sermons 

• It would be useful if all suggestions for lighting improvements are made now.  

 

8 AOB 

• Phil Jackson unable to mow the churchyard currently and DH kindly undertaking this. 

• JS reminded PCC that the electoral roll would need updating 28 days before the APCM – the 

advertised date of the APCM of 6 May now postponed. 

• KG said that there would now be no house-to-house collection for Christian Aid week this year. 

A Just Giving page had been suggested by CA and DH volunteered to prepare it. 

 

9 Date for Next Meeting 

• To be advised 

 
The meeting closed with prayer.  

Reported by Kathryn Grant 
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